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Perceptions of Rational Discrimination: When Do People Attempt to Justify Race-Based Prejudice?
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This research investigated the role of situational context and personality factors in moderating perceptions of race-based decisions made by others. White participants were presented with a short story that described a taxi driver who refuses to pick up a Black man. The primary dependent variable concerned the perceived rationality of the taxi driver’s decision. Analyses of these perceptions revealed 2 main findings, both of which involved need for cognition (Cacioppo, Petty, & Morris, 1983). First, need for cognition moderated the effects of participants’ attitudes toward Blacks, such that anti-Black participants judged the taxi driver’s decision as more rational than did pro-Black participants, but this was only true when participants also scored high in need for cognition. Second, participants who were experimentally induced to think about the task in an “analytical” fashion also judged the taxi driver as relatively rational, but this again was only true for participants who scored high in need for cognition. The implications of these results for a controversial set of arguments regarding rational discrimination by the social critic Dinesh D’Souza (1995) are discussed.



Over the last 50 years, stereotyping theorists have offered a number of explanations for why people rely on stereotypes as a basis for responding to single group members. Allport (1954) offered what has become known as the cognitive efficiency perspective on prejudice. According to this view, stereotype use does not reflect flawed psychosocial development (e.g., Adorno, Frenkel-Brunswik, Levinson, & Sanford, 1950), and stereotyping is not mediated by displacement of hostility due to frustrating economic conditions experienced by members of the dominant group (Hovland & Sears, 1940). In his critical chapter “The Normality of Prejudgment,” Allport offered a strikingly different perspective in which he stressed the adaptive value in using stereotypes through their capacity as labor-saving devices that assist people in coping with a highly complex environment. As Hamilton and Trolier (1986) noted, a key point in this perspective is that “if we, as social perceivers, were to perceive each individual as an individual, we would be confronted with an enormous amount of informaRequests for reprints should be sent to Saera R. Khan, Department of Psychology, Western Washington University, Miller Hall Room 220, Bellingham, WA 98225. E-mail: [email protected]



tion that would quickly overload our cognitive processing and storage capabilities” (p. 128). Although the cognitive efficiency perspective has had an enormous impact on contemporary research and theory on stereotyping (e.g., Hamilton & Sherman, 1994), psychologists generally have avoided the thorny question of whether using stereotypes is a reasonable or rational thing to do. For good reason, we think. In particular, attempts to discern whether people are “really” acting in rational ways raises several intractable issues. Perhaps most serious is the fact that inferences of rationality are largely a subjective affair (i.e., decisions that seem rational from one person’s perspective might not seem rational from a different perspective). Instead, researchers generally have sidestepped this issue and focused on the variables that influence whether people, in fact, do use stereotypes. For example, a wealth of evidence has shown that people are more likely to use stereotypes under relatively high, rather than low, cognitive load (Bodenhausen, 1990; Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne, & Jetten, 1994; Pratto & Bargh, 1991; but see Gilbert & Hixon, 1991). Such findings nicely support the cognitive efficiency principle articulated by Allport (1954) while steering clear of
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the troublesome issue of trying to determine whether people are “really” justified in using their stereotypes or not.1 In this article we deal directly with the rationality issue, but we sidestep the conundrum noted previously by reframing the issue. Rather than asking “Are people really rational in using stereotypes,” we instead ask “What factors influence whether people subjectively perceive that using stereotypes is rational?” To illustrate this distinction, suppose that you learn that a White loan officer at your local bank turned down a loan request made by one of your coworkers, who happens to be Black. Our primary focus would be on the kinds of inferences that you—as the perceiver of this event—might make about the bank officer. On the one hand, you might infer that this person is unfairly biased against Blacks and wrongly discriminated against your coworker because of his or her race. On the other hand, other considerations might lead you to infer that the loan officer’s decision did not, in fact, reflect inappropriate racial bias. In this sense, our focus is similar to previous work in the attribution area (Heider, 1958; Jones & Davis, 1965), except that instead of exploring the processes by which people make subjective inferences about personality traits (e.g., “How sociable is Dan?”), our focus is on the kinds of inferences people make about the potentially race-based decisions of others. It should be noted that the broad aims of this research are consistent with recent research on people’s attributions about the potentially discriminatory behaviors of others. This would include work on the role of perceivers’ expectations or prototypes regarding typical manifestations of prejudicial behavior (Baron, Burgess, & Kao, 1991; Inman & Baron, 1996), or the extent to which members of minority groups perceive that they personally—or their groups as a whole—have been the target of discrimination (e.g., Crocker & Major, 1994; Taylor, Wright, & Porter, 1994). Our work is complementary to, but different from, this literature. On the one hand, our general focus was similar to this previous work in that we also were interested in people’s attributions about the possibly discriminatory motives of others. On the other hand, we focused on a number of manipulated as well as personality variables (e.g., experimental manipulation of motives to think analytically, need for cognition) whose roles in moderating attributions of discrimination have not yet been explored in this literature.



1Although



it has been rare for stereotyping researchers to address the rationality issue directly, a number of studies have shown that factors that lead people to process information accurately and carefully attenuates the extent to which they rely on stereotypes as a basis for judging single group members (e.g., Lambert, Khan, Lickel, & Fricke, 1997). Although not directly linked to issues of rationality, one interpretation of these findings is that from the perspective of social perceivers, people often “know” (either consciously or unconsciously) that reliance on stereotypes is generally inappropriate and that better judgments obtain when people avoid using their stereotypes as a basis for judgment.



DINESH D’SOUZA AND THE CONCEPT OF RATIONAL DISCRIMINATION This research was stimulated, in part, by a book entitled The End of Racism, by the social critic Dinesh D’Souza (1995). In this book, D’Souza argued that many behaviors that have historically been perceived as racist (i.e., actions that are driven by unfounded fear or hatred of minority groups) can sometimes reflect rational thought processes and represent what D’Souza called rational discrimination (see also Levin, 1991). To illustrate his point, D’Souza cited the example of the cab driver who refuses to pick up a Black man. Although the driver’s refusal to pick up the Black man seems racist at first glance, D’Souza argued that there is another way of interpreting his behavior: Blacks make up approximately 12 percent of the nation’s population. Yet according to Uniform Crime reports, published annually by the FBI, Blacks account for 39 percent of those arrested for aggravated assault, 42 percent of those arrested for weapons possession, 43 percent of those arrested for rape, 55 percent of those arrested for murder, and 61 percent of those arrested for robbery. Even discounting for the possibility of some racial bias in criminal arrests, it seems clear that the average Black person is between three and six times as likely to be arrested for a crime as the average White person. (p. 260)



The main thrust of D’Souza’s (1995) argument is that the taxi driver’s refusal to pick up a Black man is, in fact, quite prudent and based on the kind of statistical risk assessment that takes place in other contexts every day. In other words, just as one might legitimately express more reservations in driving on a highway at 2 a.m. on a stormy night than at noon in broad daylight, D’Souza argued that similar considerations apply to the cab driver in light of the risks posed by the passenger himself and the neighborhood in which he is likely to live. In light of these considerations, D’Souza suggested the following: How hollow it sounds to accuse cabdrivers of “prejudices” and “stereotypes” when their perceptions seem to be based on empirical reality. While we can be sure that racist taxi drivers would discriminate, it is not clear that all taxi drivers who discriminate are racist … African American males have a right to be concerned about their convenience and dignity, but cabdrivers too are entitled to care about their property and safety. (p. 252)



Regardless of whether one personally agrees or disagrees with D’Souza’s (1995) main thesis, the controversy surrounding his argument graphically illustrates how two perceivers who look at the identical behavior—such as the refusal of a cab driver to pick up a Black passenger—can draw radically different inferences about the actor. In particular, some perceivers might see a racist action driven by ignorance, whereas others might see a highly rational act. The main focus of our research is on the variables that might
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moderate whether perceivers do, or do not, perceive such decisions as reflecting rational thinking. THIS STUDY In this experiment, we presented participants with a written version of the taxi driver scenario similar to that cited by D’Souza (1995)—namely, a story in which a taxi driver refuses to pick up a Black man. We then presented participants with a battery of questions designed to measure their perception of the rationality of the taxi driver (e.g., “To what extent do you view his decision as rational?”). Because we are not aware of any previous research bearing directly on these issues, our consideration of the factors that might affect how people form inferences about race-based decisions was, out of necessity, somewhat exploratory. Nevertheless, two factors seemed relevant on intuitive grounds. One factor concerned the perceiver’s global attitude toward the target’s group, and the other reflected more general differences in processing style. We consider each of these factors in turn. Racial Attitudes Above and beyond all other considerations, we anticipated that participants would be more likely to infer that the driver’s decision was rational if they held anti-Black, compared to pro-Black, attitudes. Several considerations led us to make this prediction. For one thing, research and theory suggest that people often use their attitudes as heuristics (Pratkanis, 1989), guiding their interpretation of situations and other people’s behavior (see also Fazio, 1994). It therefore seems reasonable to suppose that perceivers might see this situation very differently, depending on their attitudes toward Blacks. On the one hand, anti-Black participants should be relatively unlikely to sympathize with the Black target but, rather, would tend to interpret the driver’s actions in ways that would partially or wholly exonerate him from blame. In contrast, it seems more likely that pro-Black participants would condemn (rather than attempt to justify) the actions of the driver in light of their greater sympathy for, and sensitivity to, the problems faced by Blacks in overcoming economic and societal disadvantage. Indeed, perceivers’ willingness to defend—or condemn—the taxi driver for his actions, in itself, might be a symbolic expression of their disliking versus liking for Blacks, respectively (e.g., Kinder & Sears, 1981; McConahay, 1986).2



2Similar predictions also obtain from balance theory (Heider, 1958). In particular, one can conceptualize the three elements in this scenario (the perceiver, actor, and target) as elements in a triad in which there is a negative relation between the actor (the taxi driver) and the target (the Black man). The relation between the perceiver and the Black target represents the perceiver’s attitudes toward Blacks. Note that when both the actor–target relation and the perceiver–target relation are negative (true when the taxi driver
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Situational and Personality-Based Differences in Processing Style Aside from the perceiver’s attitudes toward Blacks, are there other variables that might moderate perceivers’ tendencies to judge the cab driver’s actions as relatively rational or not? At this point, it is useful to examine in more detail the argument made by D’Souza (1995; cf. earlier quote). D’Souza claimed that in the absence of diagnostic information about a person’s individuating attributes, one can legitimately use race as “base rate” information from which to make inferences about any given group member. Not surprising, one criticism of this viewpoint concerns its one-sided framing of racial dynamics in overtly analytical terms, disregarding other factors (e.g., moral or justice based) that might be relevant as well. Indeed, D’Souza himself acknowledged that although the driver’s behaviors could be defended as a rational decision, such race-based decisions strongly violate other—and equally valid—principles such as the egalitarian-based notion that people should react to others on the basis of their individual merit rather than their skin color. Given that the rational discrimination argument seems so manifestly analytical in its approach to race relations, we wondered if perceivers might be more or less likely to actually make these sorts of inferences themselves, depending on the extent to which they generally process information in an analytic fashion or not. For example, it seems reasonable to suppose that acceptance of the rational discrimination argument might depend on the willingness or ability of perceivers to think about other problems in a more analytic style as well. More specifically, it could be the case that people may be more likely to “see” rational motives behind the actions of another person if they themselves tend to process information in a relatively analytical fashion than if they do not. Because of the novelty of this hypothesis, we thought it prudent to operationalize “differences in analytic thinking” in two distinct ways to offset the inherent weakness of any single operationalization of this variable. The first approach was based on the notion that differences in the tendency to process information analytically can be manipulated experimentally. In particular, half of the participants were instructed at the beginning of the experimental task to think in a “logical and analytic” manner, whereas the other participants were not given these instructions. We included this manipulation to test the notion that, all else being equal, participants assigned to the analytic condition would rate the taxi driver as more rational than participants assigned to the control condition would.



refuses to pick up the Black man and when the perceiver’s attitudes toward Blacks are negative), a balanced triad arises when the perceiver–actor relation is positive—that is, when perceivers form a favorable attitude about the taxi driver. When the actor–target relation is negative and the perceiver–target relation is positive (true when perceivers are pro-Black), the triad is balanced when the perceiver forms a negative appraisal of the cab driver.
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It could be, however, that situational manipulation to think about any given problem in an analytic fashion might have a more powerful effect among perceivers who manifest a chronic tendency to process information in an analytic manner compared to perceivers who do not. To this end, we also administered the Need for Cognition Scale (Cacioppo, Petty, & Morris, 1983), which is “designed to distinguish between individuals who dispositionally tend to engage in and enjoy effortful analytical activity and those who do not” (Cacioppo et al., 1983, p. 806). It thus seemed possible that when participants were explicitly instructed to think about the task in an analytic way and were high in need for cognition (a personality variable explicitly linked to chronic levels of analytic processing style) they would be more likely to make a rational discrimination argument similar to that articulated by D’Souza (1995). Independent Versus Interactive Effects of Analytic Thinking and Racial Attitudes A critical question arises at this point: Would differences in analytic style (arising either from experimental manipulation or through more chronic differences in personality type) moderate the kinds of inferences that participants make about the taxi driver independent of racial attitudes, or would these variables have interactive effects? On intuitive grounds, interactive effects would seem most likely. In particular, one could argue that pro-Black perceivers would be relatively unlikely to employ the rational discrimination argument—regardless of situational manipulations of processing goals or other personality variables—simply because such justification would be inconsistent with their overall racial views. In contrast, it seems more likely that anti-Black perceivers would be more likely to adopt the rational discrimination perspective because this argument allows symbolic derogation of Blacks, at the same time “excusing” such behavior as reflecting a reasonable (rather than racist) motive in others. A more provocative possibility is that differences in analytic thinking might influence participants’ inferences of the taxi driver independent of racial attitudes. In other words, inferences of rationality might be driven in an additive fashion by two independent processes. One factor might involve participants’ overall feelings about Blacks as a whole, such that participants would be more likely to infer rationality if they held anti-Black compared to pro-Black attitudes (a main effect for racial attitudes). Independent of and in addition to this factor, participants also might be more likely to infer rationality if they had a strong tendency to think about the taxi driver problem in an analytic manner, through manipulation of instructional set, chronic differences in processing style, or both. This implies that, in addition to any main effects of racial attitudes, we also might observe main effects or interactions involving need for cognition and instructional set.



METHOD Participants and Design A total of 114 White Washington University undergraduates (33 men and 81 women) participated in return for payment of $7 or partial fulfillment of course credit. The design included the between-subject factor of instructional set (analytic vs. control) as well as individual differences in need for cognition and racial attitudes toward Blacks. No significant main effects or interactions were found involving sex of participant (all ts < 1.20, ps > .20, R2 < .01), and thus the results to be reported are collapsed over this variable. Personality Assessment As part of a “mass-testing” session held prior to the main experiment, all participants completed a battery of personality inventories, most of which were unrelated to present concerns. Embedded in the packet was the Need for Cognition Scale (Cacioppo & Petty, 1982) and the Modern Racism Scale (McConahay, 1986), which served as our measures of individual differences in analytic processing style and racial attitudes, respectively. In both cases, we formed a composite based on an average of the individual items in the scale. Analyses of these composites revealed high levels of internal reliabilities for both the Need for Cognition Scale and the Modern Racism Scale (αs = .88 and .84, respectively). Scores on the Modern Racism Scale ranged from –4.00 to 1.86 (positive scores indicate more negative views toward Blacks), with a mean of –2.33 (SD = 1.32). Scores on the Need for Cognition Scale ranged from 1.22 to 4.11 (positive scores indicate higher need for cognition), with a mean of 2.37 (SD = 0.61). Scores on these two measures did not vary as function of whether participants were assigned to the control or analytic set, as seen by the point-biserial correlation between experimental condition and the Need for Cognition and Modern Racism scales, rs(114) = –.02 and .14, respectively, both ps > .05. Analysis of the correlation between need for cognition and racial attitudes (while statistically controlling for the effects of instructional set) revealed a reliable correlation between these two constructs, r(111) = –.19, p < .05, indicating a modest trend for pro-Black attitudes to be associated with high levels of need for cognition. Impression Formation Task



Initial instructions. In the main experiment, participants were presented with some written instructions that provided an overview of the purpose of the research. These preliminary instructions began by noting, In everyday life, we often have the opportunity to observe the decisions that other people make. Sometimes their decisions seem like “good decisions” and repre-
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sent the best course of action they could have taken, but in other cases their decisions seem like “bad decisions” and do not represent the best course of action.



The second scenario was more central to our concerns and presented the following scenario about a taxi driver named John:



Participants were informed that they would be presented with a written description of another person’s decision and that their job was to assess the quality of the decision. At no point in these instructions were participants given any indication that the study was concerned with issues of race. Participants were informed that there was no right or wrong answer and that they simply should give the response that felt best for them. Half of the participants were assigned to the control set, in which they were given no additional instructions other than those just described. The other half of the participants were assigned to an analytic set, in which they were informed that previous research “has shown that in order to arrive at an accurate appraisal of others’ decisions, it is necessary that you try to be as logical and analytical as you can.” They were further informed that the task in which they would participate “requires much attention and effort, so please work on each problem as carefully as you can until you arrive at the most accurate appraisal possible.” At this point, all participants then read through an identical set of scenarios and answered the same sets of questions about them.



John works as a cab driver around the downtown area of Chicago on the 5 p.m. to 2 a.m. shift. John has no major complaints. He basically enjoys his job and likes to talk to the many interesting passengers that he meets. On Thursday night, September 13th, at approximately 10:35 p.m., the streets were fairly empty and John drove around hoping to see someone who would need his services. John saw someone in the distance and started to slow down to pick the person up. As he approached the potential passenger, however, John discovered that it was a young Black man. John immediately sped up and passed the young man. Even though John knows that he can be fined for not stopping, he fears that he might have to drive to a dangerous neighborhood and thinks: “I’d rather be fined than have my wife a widow.”



Stimulus materials. Prior to the taxi driver scenario, all participants were given a “filler” scenario in which they evaluated a decision made by another person in a domain different from race. This was done for two reasons. First, the inclusion of the additional scenario was designed to increase the plausibility of our cover story that the experiment was generally about decision-making processes rather than race in particular. The additional scenario also was included to determine the extent to which any effects observed in the critical taxi driver scenario would generalize to another task that, although unrelated to race, described an actor making decisions about another person based on category membership. The inclusion of the non–race-related scenario was especially important to rule out the possibility that any effects of racial attitude on the taxi driver scenario (e.g., a tendency for anti-Black participants to infer that the driver was more rational than pro-Black participants) simply reflected a more general tendency for anti-Black participants to rate people as more rational in general compared to pro-Black participants. At the beginning of the packet, therefore, participants first were presented with a scenario involving an auto insurance agent and a middle-aged couple along with their 16-year-old son. In this story, the couple questions the insurance agent about their son’s insurance rate, which is much higher than their own rates. The agent explains at this point that “even though your son may be a perfect driver, younger drivers are, in general, more reckless than older drivers.” Afterward, all participants answered questions (described next) that pertained to their appraisal of the agent’s decision.



Assessment of Dependent Variables



Direct ratings of decision. After reading each of the scenarios, participants were asked to assess the quality of the actor’s (i.e., the insurance agent or the taxi driver) decision. The questions posed to participants at this stage were the same for both scenarios. Participants first were asked to appraise the actor’s decision generally, on a scale ranging from –5 (a very bad decision) to 5 (a very good decision). Participants then were given a series of five questions, accompanied by scales ranging from 0 (not at all) to 10 (very much so), which pertained to the perceived rationality or logic of the decision (To what extent do you view his decision as rational? To what extent do you see his behavior as appropriate for the given situation? To what extent do you see John as thinking logically in this situation? To what extent do you sympathize with John’s predicament? Do you think that John felt any anxiety or guilt before or after he made his decision?). Participants also were asked to indicate how frequently such events occurred by circling a number between 0 (not at all often) to 10 (extremely often). Personality judgments. After appraising the decision itself, we also obtained participants’ more general impressions of the actor. The first of these questions asked participants to provide their overall reaction toward the actor on a scale ranging from –5 (very unfavorable) to 5 (very favorable), as well as how much they would like to meet this person if they had the chance on a scale ranging from 0 (not at all) to 10 (very much). Next, participants rated him with respect to five general personality traits (rational, intelligent, hostile, likeable, and cautious) on a scale ranging from 0 (not at all) to 10 (extremely).
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To construct an overall index of perceived rationality, direct ratings of his decision along with judgments of his personality were submitted concurrently to two separate principal components analyses performed on each of the two judgmental tasks (i.e., the taxi driver and the insurance agent). Each of these analyses revealed a primary factor that, in both cases, accounted for more than 40% of the variance. (Each of the other factors accounted for less than 12% of the variance.) This primary factor clearly appeared to represent a perceived rationality or “goodness of decision” dimension. For example, in both target scenarios the four most highly loading items (all ϕs > .60) included ratings of the goodness of the target’s decision, perceptions of how rational the decision was, ratings of its appropriateness, and appraisals of whether the target was thinking logically. For each target scenario, an overall index of perceived rationality was formed on the basis of a standardized factor score (using the regression method) derived from each analysis. Inferences of Prejudice Against Blacks In addition to the perceived rationality of the taxi driver, it also was important to measure the extent to which participants inferred that the driver was prejudiced against Blacks. To this end, we asked participants to indicate what their “best guess” would be of the driver’s attitudes toward Blacks as a whole, on a scale ranging from –5 (very negative) to 5 (very positive). RESULTS Preliminary Analyses Our main interest in this article concerned the effects of three predictor variables on the perceived rationality of the actors, including manipulation of instructional set (analytical vs. control), need for cognition, and racial attitudes. One of the initial questions to be considered concerned whether these variables would only influence judgments of the taxi driver, or whether these effects would generalize to the insurance agent as well. In fact, none of the three predictor variables had any significant effects on judgments of the insurance agent, all ts(110) < 1.10, R2s < .01, ps > .50. In the remainder of this section, therefore, we focus on perceptions of the taxi driver.3 Primary Analyses Analyses of the perceived rationality of the taxi driver were conducted using hierarchical regression analyses in which all



3The one difference that did arise between ratings of the insurance agent and the taxi driver is that the former target was rated as far more rational than the latter across all of the measures of the target’s rationality. For example, when participants were asked directly to appraise the extent to which they viewed “his decision as rational” along a 0-10 scale, ratings were obviously higher for the insurance agent (M = 7.93, SD = 1.90) compared to the taxi driver (M = 3.90, SD = 2.24). We discuss this issue later in the article.



three main effects were entered first, followed by the three two-way interactions and, in a third step, the three-way interaction. (The significance of each effect was calculated using the residual variance relevant to each step of the regression.) The results of these analyses are summarized in Table 1. As seen in Table 1, entry of the main effects in the first step revealed significant effects of both racial attitudes and need for cognition. However, these main effects were qualified by two additional significant two-way interactions. The first of these effects involved a Need for Cognition × Racial Attitudes interaction. The nature of this interaction, shown in Figure 1, can be seen most clearly by showing the regression of perceptions of rationality on need for cognition among participants scoring 1 SD below the mean on the racial attitude composite (pro-Black participants) or 1 SD above the mean (anti-Black participants). (In this as well as subsequent figures, need for cognition scores have been standardized to facilitate their comparison with the standardized rationality index.) When attitudes toward Blacks were relatively negative, higher levels of need for cognition were significantly associated with a tendency to perceive the cab driver as more rational, B = .78, SE = .22, t(106) = 3.55, p < .01. When racial attitudes were positive, however, higher levels of need for cognition and perceptions of rationality were unrelated, B = –.02, SE = .44, p > .25. Thus, we found evidence that participants who scored high in need for cognition tended to perceive the taxi driver as more rational compared to participants who scored low, but this was only true among anti-Black participants. The second of these effects involved a Need for Cognition × Instructional Set interaction (see Table 1). In particular, need for cognition was positively associated with a tendency to perceive the cab driver as rational in the analytic set, B = 0.54, SE = .21, t(55) = 2.53, p < .05, but this difference disappeared among participants assigned to the impression (control) set, B = 0.08, SE = 0.20, t(53) = .42, p = .68. The two regression slopes corresponding to this interaction are disTABLE 1 Summary of Hierarchical Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting Perceived Rationality of the Taxi Driver Variable Step 1 Instructional set Need for cognition Racial attitudes Step 2 Need for Cognition × Racial Attitudes Need for Cognition × Instructional Set Instructional Set × Racial Attitudes Step 3 Instructional Set × Need for Cognition × Racial Attitudes



β



B



SE B



–.24 .30 .32



.18 .15 .07



.29 –.68 .01



.13 .30 .14



.92* –1.03* .03



–.42



.26



–2.14



–.12 .18* .42**



Note. N = 114. R2 = .18, p < .01 for Step 1; R2 change = .05, p = .06 for Step 2. R2 change = .02, p > .10 for Step 3; constant = 9.25. *p < .05. **p < .01.
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FIGURE 1 Regression slope arising from the relation between individual differences in need for cognition and the perceived rationality of the taxi driver for relatively pro-Black and anti-Black participants. Perceived rationality and need for cognition expressed in standardized units.



FIGURE 2 Regression slope arising from the relation between individual differences in need for cognition and the perceived rationality of the taxi driver for participants assigned to the control versus analytic set. Perceived rationality and need for cognition expressed in standardized units.



played in Figure 2. Thus, irrespective of racial attitudes, participants who scored high in need for cognition showed a significant tendency to perceive the cab driver as rational, but this was only true among those participants who were assigned to the analytic set. Inferences of Taxi Driver’s Racial Attitudes A second set of hierarchical regression analyses were performed on participants’ inferences about the racial attitudes of the taxi driver; a summary of these analyses is shown in



Table 2. On a priori grounds, it seems reasonable to expect a parallel between the pattern observed with perceptions of the taxi driver’s rationality, reported previously, and inferences of the driver’s attitudes toward Blacks. For example, participants who perceived the driver as rational might have been more likely to infer nonhostile intent toward Blacks (e.g., “It’s not that he doesn’t like Blacks, he’s just making a reasonable decision”). If this reasoning has merit, then one should expect that the significant Need for Cognition × Racial Attitude interaction, reported previously, also would emerge when examining participants’ inferences of the
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driver’s racial attitudes. As seen in Table 2, this was, in fact, the case. As suggested by this parallelism, computation of the correlation between inferences of the driver’s racial attitude with judgments of his rationality (statistically controlling for the effects of the instructional manipulation) revealed a strong positive association between these two outcome measures, r(111) = .51, p < .01. The nature of this interaction, and its parallelism with the rationality judgments, again can be seen more clearly by regressing the inferred racial attitudes of the driver on need for cognition among participants who themselves held either relatively pro-Black or anti-Black attitudes, as shown in Figure 3. Among anti-Black participants, higher need for cognition was reliably associated with a tendency to perceive the cab driver as having more favorable (i.e., less prejudicial) attitudes toward Blacks, B = 1.05, SE = .42, t(106) = 2.50, p < .05. Among the pro-Black participants, however, this pattern was nonsignificantly reversed, B = –0.02, SE = .44, t(106) = 0.45, p > .20. Thus, the pattern of results arising from analyses of the inferred racial attitudes of the driver generally paralleled the pattern pertaining to the perceived rationality of this individual. Among anti-Black participants, higher levels of need for cognition were associated with a tendency to see the driver as rational and, consistent with this perception, as not prejudiced toward Blacks. On the other hand, need for cognition among pro-Black participants was related to neither rationality judgments nor inferences of racial attitude. DISCUSSION The purpose of this research was to gain greater insight into the factors that might moderate whether people perceive race-based decisions by others as relatively rational. In this article, we examined how participants perceived the actions of a TABLE 2 Summary of Hierarchical Regression Analysis for Variables Predicting Inferred Racial Attitudes of the Taxi Driver Variable Step 1 Instructional set Need for cognition Racial attitudes Step 2 Need for Cognition × Racial Attitudes Need for Cognition × Instructional Set Instructional Set × Racial Attitudes Step 3 Instructional Set × Need for Cognition × Racial Attitudes
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–.56 .38 .24
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–.18 .15 .20*
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.21



1.05*



–.82



.50



–.80
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.23



–.08



–.27



.43



–.89



Note. N = 114. R2 = .08, p < .05 for Step 1; R2 change = .06, p = .09 for Step 2; R2 change = .00, p > .25 for Step 3; constant = 12.60. *p < .05.



taxi driver who refused to pick up a Black man. Three variables were shown to have an effect on participants’ perceptions of the taxi driver’s decision: individual differences in racial attitudes and need for cognition, and situational prompts to think in logical and analytic fashion. Although having no direct effects on perceived rationality in its own right, need for cognition moderated the effects of the other two. Two of our effects involved an interaction between individual differences in need for cognition and participants’ own racial attitudes. In particular, higher levels of need for cognition were associated with (a) a greater tendency to perceive the taxi driver as rational, and (b) less prejudice toward Blacks. However, this was only true among anti-Black participants; need for cognition played no role in the judgments rendered by pro-Black participants. One interpretation of this finding is that inferences about the rationality of the taxi driver’s decision might be driven by the combined effects of participants’ ability to think about problems in an overtly analytic fashion (as captured by individual differences in need for cognition) and their motivation to actually do so in this particular situation (presumably true only of anti-Black participants). (For a relevant discussion of Ability × Motivation effects in social perception, see Kunda, 1990.) Independent of participants’ own racial attitudes, we also observed a tendency for need for cognition to be positively associated with increased perceptions of rationality. However, this was only true of participants who were asked to approach the task in an analytic fashion. Among participants told to form an impression of the target, need for cognition and perceptions of rationality were unrelated (see Figure 2). Extending the ability versus motivation argument to this finding again suggests that inferences of rationality could have been driven by participants’ ability to think analytically (operationalized by need for cognition) as well as their situationally driven motivation to do so (influenced in this case by manipulation of instructional set).4 A somewhat different way of framing our findings is in terms of perspective taking (e.g., Davis, Conklin, Smith, & Luce, 1996). Given the relatively egalitarian culture in which we conducted our research, it simply might require more effort for participants to adopt the perspective of the taxi driver than the Black man who was refused service. If this is so,



4Previous research in the mood area has shown that people are more likely to process information in an analytical fashion if they are in a sad mood than if they are not (Schwarz, 1990; Lambert et al., 1997). Our framework thus suggests that experimentally inducing participants to be in a sad mood just prior to the judgmental task might produce effects that are similar to those obtained by directly instructing participants to think in an analytic fashion. In fact, some of our other work in this “taxi driver” paradigm (Khan & Lambert, 1998) has revealed that sad participants tend to perceive the taxi driver as more rational (especially if they are also high in need for cognition) compared to participants who have not been induced to be in a sad mood, although these effects tended to be weaker than those obtained by direct manipulation of instructional set.
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FIGURE 3 Regression slope arising from the relation between individual differences in need for cognition and the inferred racial attitudes of the taxi driver for relatively pro-Black and anti-Black participants. Perceived rationality expressed in standardized units; inferred racial attitudes were made along a scale from –5 (very negative) to 5 (very positive).



then individual differences in participants’ ability to exert effort during the judgment task (as captured by need for cognition) as well as their situational-specific motivation to do so (linked to racial attitudes and instructional set) could act in combination with each other to influence the perceived rationality of the taxi driver’s decision. In other words, participants who score high in need for cognition and who were motivated to think analytically might be more likely to make the more effortful position of seeing this particular scenario from the perspective of the taxi driver. At this point, however, these two explanations seem to offer equally valid accounts of our data and an important goal of future research is to discern which of these two accounts is most viable.5



Two Additional Studies Although they are slightly different in their emphasis, these alternate accounts are similar in that they both rely on the notion that need for cognition represents a personality variable associated with different styles of processing information. It is useful to briefly summarize the results of two additional studies that addressed the possibility that our results were not due to individual differences in need for cognition per se, but rather were actually driven by an entirely different variable that might have been correlated with individual differences in need for cognition. The first study (N = 30; 15 men, 15 women) was designed to address the possibility that, for whatever reason, need for 5We acknowledge Mark Schaller for bringing this alternative explanation to our attention.



cognition is related to subjective perceptions of threat posed by Blacks as a whole. For example, suppose that the subjective base rate of arrests for violent behavior of Blacks tends to be higher among participants scoring high, rather than low, in need for cognition. If this were so, this would simply mean that when a class of perceivers—such as those who are high in need for cognition—see Blacks in a more “dangerous” light, it can, under certain conditions, make these participants more receptive to the notion that discrimination against a particular Black person represents a reasonable course of action (see Figure 2). We tested this notion by asking participants to indicate the percentage of Blacks versus Whites that have been arrested for violent crimes in the United States. The alternative account noted here would suggest that participants scoring high in need for cognition would tend to generate higher estimates for crime rates (especially for Blacks) compared to participants who score low. However, this alternate account was not supported. Indeed, there was a marginal tendency for participants who scored high in need for cognition to generate lower rates of crime, irrespective of whether they were judging Blacks, r(30) = –.31, or Whites, r(30) = –.34, both ps < .10. (We also tested whether individual differences on the Modern Racism Scale would be related to estimates of crime rate among Blacks and Whites, but this variable failed to be related to crime rates for either group, either in its own right or in combination with need for cognition, all ps > .25.) Although the preceding study did not support the different base rate account of our results, one might argue that our results could be driven by the fact that being high in need for cognition might be associated with a tendency to dislike taking chances, and, by extension, such persons would react fa-
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vorably toward other people who appear to make cautious decisions. To the extent that the taxi driver appeared to be acting cautiously by not picking up the potential passenger, this could explain why participants high in need for cognition would have appraised his decision in a more favorable way. However, we were able to rule out this possibility in a separate study (N = 35; all women) in which participants were asked to indicate their preference for making risky versus nonrisky decisions for investing in the stock market. Results did not support the notion that persons scoring high in need for cognition are risk aversive, and indeed the opposite was true. In particular, participants scoring high on the Need for Cognition Scale tended to make significantly more risky decisions than did participants scoring lower on the scale, r(35) = .44, p < .01. Taken in combination with the other study presented previously, therefore, we felt reasonably confident that our results were not of an artifactual relation between need for cognition and subjective base rates of crime among Blacks, and neither were they due to differences in the preferences for risk-taking behavior.



Caveats and Directions for Future Research Other aspects of our research obviously merit additional empirical attention. For one thing, recall that the effects of the main predictor variables were localized for the perceived rationality of the taxi driver rather than the insurance agent. On the one hand, the null effects of racial attitude and need for cognition on judgments of the latter target nicely eliminate the alternative explanation that these variables are linked to some more general judgmental tendency (e.g., a predisposition to formulate positive vs. negative appraisals of other people’s rationality). On the other hand, our findings raise the question of why need for cognition and our manipulation of instructional set failed to influence reactions toward the insurance agent. Although future research clearly is needed to more fully understand the role of these variables in moderating perceived rationality, one likely possibility is that such factors are likely to play a role only in those settings in which perceivers are faced with balancing (a) relatively cognitive appraisals of the actor’s behavior that might lead perceivers to conclude that this person was quite rational with (b) more affective-based arguments that this person, in fact, did not behave in a fair or just manner. In particular, hearing that a taxi driver refused a ride to a Black individual, more so than the insurance agent, might have had the potential to elicit strong negative reactions from some of our participants (“This guy is a bigot!”), which, nevertheless, could have been balanced by a more analytical appraisal of the scenario (e.g., a consideration of relevant base rates) that would have led to a more favorable appraisal of the driver’s decision.
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